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**A Flattened Potato Box.**

**By Miss Mary Stowe.**

The potato box is something out of the ordinary. We have seen them, yes, but they are not common. But when we think of the potato box, it is not that we think of the box itself, but of the contents of that box. We have seen many boxes, but it is the potato box that we think of when we think of boxes.

**Want Column.**

**By Miss Mary Stowe.**

The want column is something that we cannot do without. We have seen many of them, yes, but we cannot do without them. The want column is something that we cannot do without. We have seen many of them, yes, but we cannot do without them. The want column is something that we cannot do without. We have seen many of them, yes, but we cannot do without them.

**Life of a Salesman.**

**By Miss Mary Stowe.**

The life of a salesman is something that we cannot do without. We have seen many of them, yes, but we cannot do without them. The life of a salesman is something that we cannot do without. We have seen many of them, yes, but we cannot do without them. The life of a salesman is something that we cannot do without. We have seen many of them, yes, but we cannot do without them.

**Huletts & Davis, Inc.**

**Makers of Exquisite Organs and Pianos.**

**Manitou Springs, Colorado.**

**Cisar Brothers.**

**Contractors and Builders.**

**New Style Suits.**

**W. D. Fisk.**

**First Class Style.**

**Candy, Nuts, Spices, Dried Fruits.**

**Roller & Blum's.**

**Make Good Butter!**

**Getting a Gale Plow.**

**Kingsley's Roller Mill.**

**The Enterprise.**

**Shirt, Swell Days and Hopes of**

**Shopping" to do!**

**Concentrate your thoughts, settle on a useful gift.**

**Penn's Long Lasting Pleasure to men and boys in a present of Clothing.**

**Every sort of Men's and Boys' Garments in every style and price.**

**Penn's Long Lasting Pleasure to men and boys in a present of Clothing.**

**Penn's Long Lasting Pleasure to men and boys in a present of Clothing.**

**Penn's Long Lasting Pleasure to men and boys in a present of Clothing.**

**Penn's Long Lasting Pleasure to men and boys in a present of Clothing.**